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One-On-One, Iowa City Style: Fifty Years of
Individualized Writing Instruction

Lou Kelly

Our Writing Lab dates back to the 1930's. The University then admit-

ted anybody who had a diploma from an Iowa high school and the

English Department assumed they could all write. But in English 101

(Literature and Composition) at least one professor discovered some

people who needed a little extra help.

Then, as now, the new grammar workbooks arrived from the
publishers with far more certainty than the first or last spring thaw. But
Carrie Stanley did not tell her writers-with-problems that grammar drills
would turn them into good writers. Neither did she prepare or purchase
modular units of individualized instruction on organization or invention

for her students to complete at their own pace. Then, as now, individualized writing instruction at the University of Iowa meant talking
with an individual human being, face-to-face, about his or her writing; it
meant helping each uneasy writer become a more confident and compe-

tent writer by actually writing. Carl Rogers would have called Miss

Stanley's kind of teaching "personal encounters" with her students. And
for all of us who worked with her, he has provided the words we need to
describe her attitude toward the underprepared:
... it is hard to know what term to put to it ... I think of it as prizing
the learner, prizing his feelings, his opinions, his person . . . accepting his

fear] and hesitation ... as he approaches a new problem as well as

accepting his] satisfaction in achievement . . . accepting] the student's
occasional apathy, his erratic desires to explore by-roads of knowledge, as
well as his disciplined efforts to achieve major goals . . . accepting] per-

sonal feelings which both disturb and promote learning ... as an imperfect human being with many feelings, many potentialities. ( Freedom to
Learn, Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, p. 109.)

A teacher who prizes all her students may not be justly rewarded with
salary increases and promotions. But Miss Stanley's unique talents were
duly acknowledged. More elitist Professors of English, less perceptive
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THE WRITING IN THIS PAPER IS UNACCEPTABLE

( ) It appears to suffer from carelessness. In the future, edit your papers
carefully before you submit them.
( ) It is so poor that your grade has been affected. In the future, plan
your papers before you begin writing, take more time to word them
precisely, and edit them with care.

( ) Apparently you do not understand the process of writing well
enough to improve your writing by yourself. Take this paper to your present or former instructor in Rhetoric and discuss it with him. If your
former Rhetoric instructor is no longer available or if you had your writing
instruction at some other institution, see the secretary in Room 4, OAT,
who will arrange an appointment for you. Do this within the next week;
then return this paper to me.

Obviously, Miss Stanley's accepting and caring interpersonal ap

proach to the teaching of writing had been reshaped by institutiona
demands. But the personal conferences between student and teacher, th
one-on-one responses to each student's writings survived, through all t
curricula changes and all the new administrative officers who replac
the old. But for a quarter of a century, two hours a week in the Lab w
the penalty imposed on everybody who did not pass the departmenta
theme exam at the end of one or two required semesters of Communic
tion Skills (later called Rhetoric). So, for most teachers and students,
working in the Lab was teaching to the test and practicing for the test; it

was concentrating on organization and correctness; it was writing an
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reading hundreds of dull and mediocre papers.
As a beginning teacher I learned that teaching the attitude sente
outline was my most important function. When I returned to tea
fifteen years later, Lab instruction began with a lecture on how to
attitude sentences like the models on the chalkboard:

Linking Attitude
Subject Verb Class (dependent clause)
Joe Jones is a quarterback who is versatile.
Mr. Finny is a high school

English teacher who has poor

discipline.
X High School is a small school which does a poor
job of preparing its
students for college
composition
courses.

During the second half of that Lab hour and all of the next
son sat alone in a carrell structuring sentences like the attit
model. But before they were all checked by the teachers and
by the students, it was time for the lecture on how to const
sentence outlines like the model on the chalkboard:

topic sentence

(attitude sentence) I. Mr. Finney is a high school English teacher
who has poor discipline,

body of paragraph II. A. Practical jokes frequently disrupt his
class.

B. He does not insist that work be handed
in on time.

C. He allows students to talk while he lectures.

re-statement of III. In the area of discipline, Mr. Finney is weak,
topic sentence

Students spent the next three or four sessions alone in their carrels
writing attitude sentence outlines. Since they attended only twice a week,
it was a slow-moving course. But finally they offered three outlines for
their teacher's approval.
We were supposed to say something nice, find something to commend
so they would feel less demeaned if not happy. And we were supposed to
tell them what was wrong with their writing.
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thing. A SOO word theme. The final exam. So began anoth
dreary practice run. Sentence outlines modeled after the o

chalkboard. A conference about the outline. Then "fixi

outline. Then "fleshing it out." Another conference and m
tions. And after two or three weeks, sometimes longer, t
oriented process started all over again.
Only their determination to pass the hated "pass-out" and

supportive work of a lot of caring teachers kept them at it. Bu

the meaningless grind and the constant threat of failure
tolerable. They took an "F" instead of attending. Or dropp
lege.
**♦

They arrived, hour after hour, my first week as
them, glum and hostile. I could see it in their rigid
faces. This was the Writing Lab, the slums of an a
were the poverty-stricken in a rich intellectual com

in the very air we breathed, their angry despair comin

might say, they had heard it all before Five years of language arts, five years of English,

rhetoric. Then somebody tells you you can't write. Som
stupid departmental theme exam. Gives you a list of
says write. For two hours. S00 words. I hate to write. I
of college because I can 'i write.
It seemed only human to let them say, on paper, wha
thinking. The first assignment:
Forget the list of stupid subjects you couldn't write a
Forget about organization and spelling and grammar.
paper what you're feeling and thinking right now. No m
and angry it sounds. Use the words other English teach
appropriate or offensive, if you want to. Your paper wi
graded. I really want to know what you think and feel
And about failing the exam. Why did you? After all th
classes. Did you fail or did somebody somewhere along
Whatever you think, whatever you feel, say it - on paper

Given that freedom, being told, for a happy chan
about what they were thinking about, they did no
empty pages, wondering what they could say on th
trying to stretch a couple of relevant ideas into th
theme. Even the students whose minds usually turn
up a pencil or pen began writing immediately, and
the end of the period. And they filled the pages wi
convincing support. There was none of the purposel
ing or the incoherent sentences so typical of their t
spelling and punctuation errors that had prevented
out" were surprisingly diminished. But even more
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Our responsibility was cle
last time succeed the next time. And the faithful did succeed, even

though their themes were rated by two "objective" teachers who were
also rating themes from students who were taking the test for the first
time. At the end of every semester we could claim that we were maintaining the proud tradition of the Lab.
But my pride was mixed with a sense of failure. After the burst of elo-

quence on the first day, the students, with rare exception, found no joy
in their Lab experience until the day they were told they did not have to
return. After passing the exam, they still hated to write. Most of them
would never write again except to get through some teacher's drudging
assignment. And with rare exception, the part-time teaching assistants
(new ones every year, most of them inexperienced) shared the students'
attitudes toward rhetoric, impatiently looking ahead to next year when
they hoped to teach literature. And they certainly would never teach
"remedial" English unless they had to.
Asking why seems like a logical reaction to such a demoralizing situation, and I found my answers in my students' writings. When I confirmed their hostile reactions to a demeaning requirement and I responded to
their human needs first, when I asked them to write about their immediate concerns, to talk to me as I had talked to them, their words flow-

ed onto the pages with ease if not grace; their attitudes toward English
and rhetoric teachers, toward learning and teaching came through clearly
and forcefully; the details and examples from their own experiences were
indeed convincing. Were they teaching me how to become a more competent teacher? Were they telling me that they could become something
more than writers of minimal competence if I could find some alternatives to the rigid models and dreary routines I had inherited?

As I read the first set of Lab papers twice a year, I continued to question the way I had been taught to teach writing. In required in-service ses-

sions every week, we were told to "integrate" the communication
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skills - writing, reading, speaking, listening. But our training did n

clude a lecture on the parallels between writing and the actual

munication, the talking that people do all the days of their lives. T
dent writing we were "integrating" with their speaking was only fo
ning how. For the written word has to be different - much more f
than talking, even when one is explicating informal subjects for in
situations. The written word is distinguished by sophisticated dictio

long sentences with complex syntactic structures that enable

clarify and qualify the assertions one is making. The written word
tains some detachment, some distance from the person even when
expressing personal concerns about personal experiences. And lear
to manipulate the written word is an academic necessity.
Given that concept of the human behavior called writing, it's e
see why we were not told that our student writers should address
audience. Their writing was for teacher's eyes only, and teacher's
function was grading. Listening was one of the "integrated" skill
we were not taught to listen to our students' writings. For writing
communication skill, not communication.

The ironies seemed even more apparent because the name of this skills
program had been changed to rhetoric while the major thrust of instruc-

tion had remained unchanged. How could it be rhetoric when people
were writing only to demonstrate that they had mastered certain

organizational patterns, correct usage and punctuation? If we don't hear
and respond to what our students are saying, can we teach them anything
about the dynamic interactions between writer-subject-audience? Can
they understand or put into practice the basic rhetorical principles unless
our assignments create evocative rhetorical situations which they can respond to in writing that communicates what they want to say?

Traditioiļally, of course, teaching has always meant telling, the imparting of knowledge or skills through explanations and lectures that
rarely if ever involve a whole class. But when you sit down face-to-face
with one troubled writer, one human being whose problems and potentialities are unlike anybody else's, the academic conference can readily
become a personal encounter. Even though you're expected to talk about
your attitude sentence outlines, you feel impelled to say something to
make the situation less threatening, so this particular person will be able
to hear and assimilate your comments and suggestions, to be able to do
the best writing he or she is capable of. Given that attitude - of prizing
and accepting our troubled writers - the conferring can become real com-

munication, two people actually talking about a common concern.
Maybe that's why it seemed natural to ask Lab students, who were sure
they couldn't write, to talk to me on paper.
Reading their spontaneous personal responses to that invitation, comparing the tone, content, structure and syntactic forms in those papers
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During the fall semester I now offer a graduate seminar
called Teaching in a Writing Lab. In addition to the weekly
students work in the Lab four days a week, first observin
and two teaching assistants selected from a previous class,
with Lab students assigned to them. In the spring and sum

people who have completed the course are appointed

assistants for the Lab.

The individualized instruction we offer is for any student who feels
uneasy or hopeless about the writing they know they'll eventually have to

do; any student who feels inadequate when a professor hands out a
writing assignment, or painfully embarrassed, even threatened when a set
of papers is returned; any student who cannot accept the grades they con-

sistently get after working for hours on all their papers. We also offer a
two-hour credit course. But not at the end of the required sequence and

not for people who have already failed the "pass-out" theme. (It was
discontinued ten years ago because it was no longer valid or reliable, if
indeed it had ever been.) With an in-class writing during the first week of
the first semester course, we try to identify the people who seem to need

intensive work toward the development of their basic writing abilities.
Then we talk with the ones who need us, explaining how working one-onone with a Lab teacher can help anybody - "including you"- become a
better writer. We advise most of them to enroll in the Lab without credit;

for some we add a gentle warning, "If you find you can't do well in the
course, even though you work hard, you can drop it anytime and add the
credit course we offer in the Lab." We urge a few to drop Rhetoric and
add our credit course, "today if possible."
But this initial effort is not enough if you want to make sure that
failure is not inevitable for some of the people in your required writing
course. For some of the underprepared register late or miss the first
writing and many of them are not easily convinced. They feel threatened,
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and they don't trust teachers. So, from the third to the tenth week o

semester, whenever it seems impossible for a student to achieve t
of writing expected in any one of our required Rhetoric courses,
them about the add-drop option that allows them to move to th
from the course they're failing. The aim: to try to address each p

particular needs, to try to help everybody in all our classe

enough - learn enough - succeed enough - to keep them writing
ing, and succeeding. Students may also enroll in the Lab for credit
or after taking the required Rhetoric course and before enrolling
second semester of the two-semester sequence. Since our credit co
fers individualized instruction, it may be repeated as many times a
dent wishes, if the director of the Lab agrees that further Lab w
feasible. Any credit earned counts toward the minimum or max
number of hours that can be earned in one semester, and the co

grade becomes a part of a person's cumulative GPA. Howeve

credit counts toward graduation only for the person who earns n

than 6 other hours in Rhetoric.

Given such an open admissions policy, we get new students thro
the semester, from diverse educational and cultural background
with a wide range of writing abilities. Some of them already ha

graduate degree as they work toward another one, while oth

severely underprepared for college. But each one of them began
and responding to language, with varying degrees of success, even
they learned to talk. In the years since, their language experience
been even more various. But in spite of all the differences, inst
can begin, in fact must begin, with the grammatical and rhetoric
petencies each person already has. So every semester, over many
with many students, we've invited them to talk on paper as the o
invitation is Elaborated in From Dialogue to Discourse (Scott, For
1972, pp. 133-16). The metaphor still works. While telling us wh
writers and nonwriters they are, most of them fill a page or tw

parently quite easily, and there's rarely a syntactic disjunctu

strange word choice to interfere with meaning. But the ones who
less, if only 5 or 6 lines in a tiny cramped script, have not failed
responding to whatever they've said, we usually ask a question w
tells them we'd like to hear more on that subject; then we try t

cheering comment, about writing or the weather, anything to affirm

existence, anything to encourage them to see us as a fellow human
and then we talk a moment about the next writing we'd like them to

While reading the first writings, we find another kind of

paper- half a page or less with many highly visible crossoffs, alm

legible handwriting, frequent and strange misspellings, not a

smooth and coherent sentence. During their next Lab hour, as w
the writers of these papers our close but unobtrusive attention,
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see how terribly uncomfortable they

For them, moving a pen or pencil

Making a list would even be difficult

basic mechanics of writing, the per
students, have already become unc

they think of writing, they think of

and spelling is agony - word after
compose sentences because their mi

tionship to each other, but in confusi

But penmanship and spelling lesso
series of writings. Instead, we ta

course, and usually about something
may indeed have a positive respons
pressed or implied in their disjoin

sounding condescending instead

enough to talk about what we kno
gracious and lucky enough, they d
not, we must find some other nont
dress their problems. For some of
answer. ("Well, your writing is cert
a full page if you want to bore me

eyes is a chronic complaint around he

tle rest?") We assure them that w

strange handwriting and that worr

bidden while talking on paper. We talk very briefly about

copyreading - that totally separate and final stage of preparing a paper
for somebody else to read. It's not really a part of writing, but a time for

us to consider what we have already written, a time to ask if we have
followed all the conventions of spelling, punctuation and usage, the conventions that make it easier for our readers to hear what we are saying.
But for now we insist that they write as fast as they can, leaving every
word the way they first write it and writing only part of a word, just the

first letter when they get stuck. They must not let spelling disrupt or
displace their composing processes as they talk to us on paper. And even
the least literate, if they can produce the written symbols for most of the
words they use when talking, can do the kind of writing we're asking for.

And teachers can learn to read and respond to these writers even though
they misspell many words, punctuate erratically if at all, and frequently

use "bad" English.
Before students do their first writing for us, we tell them the book
they're about to read is a talking book. It's the director of the Lab talking to them. And we want them to talk back- sharing what they think
and feel about what I've said to them, sharing with the Lab teachers their
perceptions of the world. We tell them our knowledge and understanding
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of human experience will grow as we read their writing, and thei

understanding of their own experience will grow as we respond to what

they tell us. There is no assigned subject for the first writing. We ask only
that they try to tell us what they are thinking and how they are feeling "at

this very moment. Say, as honestly as you can, what is going on insid
your head right now." Responding to these first writings is usually easy
often delightful. But instead of encouraging anyone to talk at length dur
ing the first conference, we ask them to talk again on paper. If they
didn't mention their writing problems, as most people do in their first

writing, we tell them we'd like to hear anything that might help u

understand why they, or their teachers and advisors, think they need in
dividual instruction in writing.

Their answers to this question, and all the others that we ask during
the first few weeks, are important - because learning our student writer
is our first goal. If we know how they feel about their writing and how
they write, and if we can learn something about them as persons and as

students (without invading their privacy), then the learner-teache

dialogues can evolve from the context of their interests instead of the

teacher's. So we have a collection of questions and

suggestions- invitations to write - that express our respect and con
while asking them to share some of their self-knowledge with the
teachers. And as they respond, they tell us far more than we could
learn by talking with them in person. Our conferences with them
the first two or three weeks are intentionally very brief because w
the dialogues to begin in writing - with them responding in writ
what I have said to them in writing. By the beginning of the third
we like to have about 8 short papers, half of them written during
Lab hours and half over the two four-day week-ends.
While they ąre telling us what we think we need to know so that we

help them become better writers, other instructional goals are also

addressed. By providing nonthreatening but challenging writi
periences for them, we are enabling them to develop confidence

writing abilities they already have as they demonstrate- for self a
as teacher- the syntactic fluency they have been developing thro
lifetime of using and listening to their native tongue. Very few if
them could explain that they are putting words together in the pa
that create meaning; and as they fill the empty pages, they woul
unable to name the kinds of verbal constructs they're using to ex
their thoughts. But they are indeed demonstrating that they have a
mastered the basic grammatical structures they need for writing. A

writing we're asking them to do is enabling them to develop
fluency.

As we attempt to make their natural way with language the way to
write, as we assure them by what we say and by what we don't do with a
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They talk on paper about being embarrassed and ashamed, baffled
and confused, scared and worried when sent to the Lab; about feeling
good inside or still depressed about their writing, or about life in general.

They're surprised to be saying things they've wanted to say for a long
time, to be writing words, expressing ideas the principal might censor.
They want to communicate the "great" ideas they think they have, they
want "to write something good - so bad."
... to do something important, something that really satisfies me. No,
that's not it - I want someone else to say it's good.

They seem delighted to have a chance to get back at all the teachers

who've made them feel inferior.

It's pure hell to try to work out something the teacher wants - something
that's up to par with the rest of the students - and finished before the
deadline.

Why do they have to limit us to a certain number of words? What happens

if we run out of things to say before 500 words? Do I make up sentences
just to reach 500?
I've always had the problem of trying to fathom teachers who don't want
to be fathbmed.

Though other folks never hear our students' writings as we do, never
think they sound as good as we do, there's no denying the note of confidence, the promise of growth through writing, the good feelings about
this writing as they do it. And I think these writers were indeed trying to

tell me something they wanted me to know. In fact, the invitation to
write that we often use on the second day of class could be regarded as
my response to all the unsolicited comments I've read about teachers:
A request for advice: You've already spent a lot of time in school- about 6
hours a day, 5 days a week, 9 months a year for 12 years or more. You've
probably had between 20 and 30 different teachers. Given that much experience, we think you can tell us something that will help us become better
teachers. In your opinion, what isa good teacher? What will we have to do
to fulfill your expectations? You can answer these questions for us by
describing the work of some of your favorite teachers. Or tell us about one
very special teacher you would like us to use as a model. We also need to
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know about the teachers whose personality traits and teaching met
you want us to avoid. Again, think of this writing as talking on pa
We're just asking you to share what you know about teaching with the
ple who'll be working with you in the Lab this semester.

In all our requests for writing, we try to convey genuine inte

what they can tell, what they can teach us. The way they respond, th
different, is fundamentally the way they've been responding all thei

to the dynamic rhetorical situations that are a part of being hum
all know we're still in school and many of them may not believe
really want to learn from their experiences, but almost all of th
willing, at least momentarily, to suspend their disbelief - at lea
enough to talk on paper in response to the questions we ask them.
Because they all arrive full of self-doubt, apparently convince
know nothing a teacher would value, we ask them very soon to
about what they know best. In many instances, that means someth
teacher knows very little about. Like the skills and knowledge t
developed at work or play, or a special interest or talent they've
and practiced for a long time. Again students become teachers. E

ing their special competencies. Answering our requests for m
formation, more facts, more experiential details. Trying to clar
parts we don't understand. Seeing the need to rearrange some par
can't follow what they are trying to teach us.

Frequently the experiences our students share with us are so b
told, so general, they do not engage our interest. But we don't sen
back to the lonely carrell to "fill in" the supporting material. W
them, in our total response to them and their writing, that we w
hear more. Specifically, we tell them we want to see what they s
want to hear what they heard. To help them recall the details and
specific moments of the experience, we ask specific questions.

Such learner-teacher dialogues help our writers at least be

achieve the goal that is most basic to the pedagogy that has been

ing, not only in the Lab but in my classes, for the last fifteen years:
perience writing as learning. Not learning to write in the tradition
of merely acquiring basic writing skills through precept and pract
learning and writing. That is, discovering new insights, new und
ding, new ways of knowing as they write,
Lab teachers could huddle around the nearest coffee pot and com
that our students have no ideas to write about. Much of their "th

is indeed the recycling of unexamined opinions. But with a few
focused questions we attempt to entice them to reflect on a pro
generalization or assertion they have made. Asking why is always
starting point. Why do you say that? Where did you pick up tha
How did that notion become a part of your "world view"? Why
some folks disagree with you? How are our personal opinions re
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things/concepts

we

valu

things/people/ideas that we d
Not a barrage like that, of co
timidating, can shut off the f
develop. So again, we must try
ing, try to help them make t
perience, a reflection on the
perience. We pose our question
reflect on each question while
thinking. Their attempts usual

bryo

ideas

emerging

from

t

thoughts and feelings going on
through clearly before writing
less substance, sometimes get
than the rest of us, do not kn
think until they see what the
pathetic reader to talk with th

confused reactions; they need a
question for them to consider, a

What we are attempting to do
model to imitate, but there are
For example:

Why was this experience so impor
How did it feel to be caught up in
How did you react as it was happ
Do you understand your reaction
Why did you do what you did? W
What values are implicit in your b
How can you encourage/prevent

With questions like these we ar
talking on paper from merely
plaining what happened. And a
the experience from a differe
way. That enables them to com

mulate

their

teachers

like

own

ideas.

dazzle

Not

oth
thoughtful prose, and certain
sentence paragraphs.
When our writers are trying
some ideal they have perceived
comment may be, "But I don't
emphasis on see. For they can
image that conveys the meanin
Or when they say, "I just don'
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can sometimes think of analogies that help us understa

sometimes, even the ones labeled slow come up with a strikin
any writer would be proud of.
Asking questions to enable students to analyze their own e
makes any prescribed pattern of organization seem irreleva

questions reveal the complexities of human experience.

organization to a simplistic model is asking them to reduce th
and feelings instead of exploring and extending all the possib
a reductionist view demeans their hopes of "improving" thei

they can stay in school and "get a good education." Orga

perceptions of experience, our ideas, is not an easy simplistic
of us. Because seeing the various aspects or parts of an expe
idea is not easy. Because seeing the connections between all
related and overlapping parts is not easy.

It's a drag and a puzzle. I can't get my thoughts together on paper
school I won honors in other subjects that require a quick mind. B
write a simple paper like the ones a lot of simple people I know c
tell me the problem is not in my mind.
We told him it wasn't. We tell all our students that the life of the mind

does not come packaged in neat and tidy topic sentences and 500-word
themes. For even the best writers among us, creating logical forms for
our confusing, sometimes chaotic thinking is more often than not a
struggle.

So instead of penalizing our students for sketchy and disorganized
thinking/writing, we respond to it. And while trying to address the questions our response raises, they are learning to ask their own questions for
clarifying, shaping, and expanding their confused or undeveloped pieces
of writing.

Our questions can also help student writers move from personal experience to a consideration of larger issues:
What parallels do you see between your experience and the experiences of
others - in this class? on this campus? in this or other local communities?
in the nation? in the world?

Writing, about the larger issues and the great ideas of Western thought
does not, of course, guarantee thoughtful writing, as any election year or
any professional conference demonstrates. In fact, I think the worst

papers I've ever read, as teacher and as editor of ą teachers' journal,
were written by folks who had mastered "the thinking man's" jargon
but had never engaged in a thoughtful analysis of somebody else's ideas
and had never learned how to formulate and develop their own ideas.
To help Lab students learn to think clearly about their simple everyday

concerns and the "heavy" ideas they're into, we study their early
writings, noting all the potentialities for further exploration and development. And from these writings we usually learn enough to keep them
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writing

Near

two

the

or

end

three

of

the

19

times

a

wee

semester

I

an exam, just one more in-clas
know their answers to. When
with the good or bad news ab
read the writing they did last
teacher's response will be.

This

is

not

a

director's

course journals every week from the teachers enrolled in our

attem

seminar/practicum. They have told me how easy or difficult it has been
for them to understand, accept and implement what is for most of them a

new approach to the teaching of writing. They have responded, in
writing, to the student writings I've distributed in class, and to the
reading on theory and practice which I've asked them to do. I've kept up

with the learner-teacher dialogues going on in the Lab through the
teachers' dialogues with me- in their writings, in the conversations that
fill all our free Lab moments, and in class discussions. They have shared
their successes and failures with me and their classmates. They have
made another semester a time of learning not only for themselves and

their students, but also for each other and for the head teacher.

There's no hidden agenda when I ask students to read a piece of their
writing and respond to it as they think their teacher will. For this request

they do not need to suspend their disbelief. They all know that I want to
know how much progress each of them has made toward achieving the
final goal we have set for them: to become a perceptive, critical reader of
their own writing - a reader who listens first for the questions other
readers may ask, and then attempts to address those questions; a reader
who listens for the sound of their own voice and the "flow" of their
sentences; a reader who consciously looks for the mistakes they habitually make in punctuation, spelling and usage.
What I'm learning from my students these days is reassuring. Though
our pedagogy has not yet been perfected, the patient supportive work of
a lot of caring teachers continues to make our Lab a place where peo-

ple - students and teachers - can learn to think of writing, not as a
drudging academic requirement, but a fulfilling dynamic process of sharing their experiences with others; where they see their own writing, not as
a product to be criticized and graded, but as a means of exploring and
understanding their perceptions of the world; where they can hear their
writing as the voice of the unique human being each of them is and is
becoming.
Lou Kelly is the Director of the Writing Lab at the University of Iowa, the author

of From Dialogue to Discourse, and perhaps the steadiest, most ardent proponent of one-on-one teaching of writing anywhere.
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